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7/8 Hass – Ancient Egypt 
We have started the year examining Ancient Egypt.  We have read all about the importance of the Nile 
River and completed maps and charts to demonstrate our understanding of this.  The Ancient Egyptians 
were the first real crop farmers perfecting the art of growing wheat and barley by going with the seasons 
and paying attention to the rise and fall of the river.  Tanya is making papyrus (a type of Egyptian paper).  
When it is complete she will write up an Egyptian recipe – flat bread and hummus which she will cook 
and share with the class ! 
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Secondary English  

We have hit the ground running in Term One 2019. 

The students have been very diligent in ensuring that they complete their Reading 

Log every night, and practise their spelling words. This week our Greek/Latin 

root word focus was ambi/amphi meaning ‘both’. Last week it was aer meaning ‘air/

atmosphere’. Can you guess what these words mean? We know! 

ambiguous      aerobic       ambient        ambidextrous        aerosol  

Mrs Avery refreshed our holiday brains on the structure of sentences types 

(simple, compound and complex). It’s really important to know what an 

independent and dependent clause are, so we can punctuate them 

correctly.  

Our learning intention in Reading has been to understanding the difference 

between; topic sentence, main idea and supporting details, and identify each in a 

paragraph. On Friday, we consolidated this knowledge by participating in an 

Escape Room Challenge. This was a 

rotational activity, where we had complete four 

tasks in order produce a code. These tasks 

allowed us to demonstrate our application of 

the focus reading strategy. These four codes 

had to be entered into a google form to unlock 

the escape room. It was really fun!  

We have loved sharing our class work, video 

and photos with our parents  on Seesaw.  

Technology students are learning 
how to use an online drawing 
program which will help them 
create designs for future 
projects. In their first lesson 
Natalya was able to replicate the 
classroom clock with great 
precision! 

Reading to children even 
before they can understand 
teaches them to associate 
books with love and affection. 


